Authoring Human Simulators via Probabilistic Functional Reactive Program Synthesis
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Abstract—One of the core challenges in creating interactive behaviors for social robots is testing. Programs implementing the interactive behaviors require real humans to test and this requirement makes testing of the programs extremely expensive. To address this problem, human-robot interaction researchers in the past proposed using human simulators. However, human simulators are tedious to set up and context-dependent and therefore are not widely used in practice. We propose a program synthesis approach to building human simulators for the purpose of testing interactive robot programs. Our key ideas are (1) representing human simulators as probabilistic functional reactive programming programs and (2) using probabilistic inference for synthesizing human simulator programs. Programmers then will be able to build human simulators by providing interaction traces between a robot and a human or two humans which they can later use to test interactive robot programs and improve or tweak as needed.

Index Terms—probabilistic programming, program synthesis, end-user programming, social robots

I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has been marked by the rise of social robots, with soaring interest from start-ups, large corporations, and researchers alike. Purchasing and building social robot hardware have been democratized through declining price points and the availability of fabrication and physical computing tools. However, programming a social robot for a particular application still requires specialized software development skills. As a result, the ability to explore new applications is limited to a small population.

Many companies building social robot platforms aim to address this problem by outsourcing application development to 3rd party developers by releasing software development kits (SDK) [1]–[4]. Such SDK often consists of (1) an application programming interface (API) for programming the company’s robot platform which is implemented in a particular programming language and (2) other tools and utilities, e.g., for debugging and configuration purposes.

While SDK enables developers to program social robots, creating and maintaining robot applications is still difficult. The core problem is testing the interactive robot behaviors. To achieve natural and robust interaction, developers need to test programs representing the robot behaviors with target human users, which is an extremely expensive task. Recognizing this problem, human-robot interaction researchers have employed human simulators to systematically evaluate robot behavior [5]–[7]. Still, human simulators are not widely used as they are laborious to build and difficult to reuse because of their context and user-dependent nature.

In this paper, we propose a program synthesis approach to building task-dependent human simulators for testing purposes. We propose to represent human simulators as programs in a probabilistic functional reactive programming language to enable sampling interaction traces and make reasoning about time possible. To enable programmers to rapidly prototype human simulators, we propose a program synthesis that allows users to provide an incomplete program and a set of input/output pairs and then completes the program using probabilistic inference.

II. RELATED WORK

Human-robot interaction researchers have a long history of employing human simulators [6], [8]–[12]. Notably, Steinfeld and colleagues explicitly emphasized (1) the distinction between rigorous human modeling and simplified simulations for evaluation purposes [5] and (2) the importance of systematically evaluating interaction methods and systems with the latter, i.e., human simulators. To this end, the community developed multiple simulation libraries and frameworks for evaluating service robot applications [13], [14] and control algorithms designed for providing physical assistance [15]. Our work is the most closely related to the work of Chao and colleagues that proposes timed Petri nets for representing socially intelligent robot behaviors and evaluated them using hand-built human simulators also implemented as TPNs [6]. Similar to our work, they emphasized the importance of the representation’s ability to model time and asynchronous events. Unlike Chao and colleagues’ work, we use a probabilistic functional reactive programming language to represent both robot and human behaviors and focus on exploring ways to quickly create human simulators.

Recently, human-robot interaction researchers investigated applications of program synthesis. Synthè is a tool that enables non-programmers like designers to author social robot behaviors by acting out multiple demonstrations of an interaction [16]. The creators of Synthè treated the problem of authoring from high-level and discrete interaction trances as
III. APPROACH

A. Probabilistic Functional Reactive Programming

Probabilistic functional reactive programming is a tool for designing and using complex stochastic asynchronous event streams where the streams refer to variables that can change their values over time and the events refer to the occurrence of a new value in such streams. Our key idea is to borrow features from an existing programming language that is great at creating complex event streams, i.e., functional reactive programming, and another language that is great at creating complex event streams, i.e., functional reactive programming, and apply them for modeling stochastic asynchronous event streams, e.g., human behaviors.

Let us try to model an extremely simple speaking behavior of a person, e.g., of speaking and being silent alternatively. Here is an example functional reactive program using RxJS’s observables like interval and operators like map:

```javascript
var makeHuman = function(state) {
    return merge(
        of(state), // emits state immediately
        of(state).pipe(
            delay(), // Delays an event
            delay(), // Select a delay duration per state
            delay(2000 : 1000), // Maps an event to a stream, resulting
            map(function (s) { // This body gets called in future,
                return makeHuman( // i.e., after delay
                    switchAll(), // Flattens the stream of streams
                    switchAll()
                );
            },
            function (s) {
                return makeHuman("silent");
            }
        )
    )
}
```

The program creates an event stream that alternatively emits strings “silent” and “speaking” at a fixed interval of 1000 milliseconds. It essentially implements a simple timed state machine with two states.

It is likely that the fixed interval is too restrictive to model a speaking behavior of a person. Here is an example of the program that creates an event stream that emits strings “silent” and “speaking” at two different fixed intervals, 2000 milliseconds and 1000 milliseconds.

```javascript
var makeHuman = function(state) {
    return merge(
        of(state), // emits state immediately
        of(state).pipe(
            delay(), // Delays an event
            delay(), // Select a delay duration per state
            delay(2000 : 1000), // Maps an event to a stream, resulting
            map(function (s) { // This body gets called in future,
                return makeHuman( // i.e., after delay
                    switchAll(), // Flattens the stream of streams
                    switchAll()
                );
            },
            function (s) {
                return makeHuman("silent");
            }
        )
    )
}
```

To create a stream that infinitely emits events with alternating intervals, this program employs a higher order stream to call the recursive function in future (i.e., after delay).

While the new program is better, a real person is likely to speak (or be silent) for a stochastic amount of duration, and therefore still too restrictive to model the desired human behavior. The following example introduces some randomness in the previous example program by employing probabilistic programming’s elementary random primitives like gaussian:

```javascript
var makeHuman = function(state) {
    return merge(
        of(state), // emits state immediately
        of(state).pipe(
            delay(), // Delays an event
            delay(), // Select a delay duration per state
            delay(2000 : 1000), // Maps an event to a stream, resulting
            map(function (s) { // This body gets called in future,
                return makeHuman( // i.e., after delay
                    switchAll(), // Flattens the stream of streams
                    switchAll()
                );
            },
            function (s) {
                return makeHuman("silent");
            }
        )
    )
}
```

To create a stream that infinitely emits events with alternating intervals, this program employs a higher order stream to call the recursive function in future (i.e., after delay).

While the new program is better, a real person is likely to speak (or be silent) for a stochastic amount of duration, and therefore still too restrictive to model the desired human behavior. The following example introduces some randomness in the previous example program by employing probabilistic programming’s elementary random primitives like gaussian:

```javascript
var makeHuman = function(state) {
    return merge(
        of(state), // emits state immediately
        of(state).pipe(
            delay(), // Delays an event
            delay(), // Select a delay duration per state
            delay(2000 : 1000), // Maps an event to a stream, resulting
            map(function (s) { // This body gets called in future,
                return makeHuman( // i.e., after delay
                    switchAll(), // Flattens the stream of streams
                    switchAll()
                );
            },
            function (s) {
                return makeHuman("silent");
            }
        )
    )
}
```

To create a stream that infinitely emits events with alternating intervals, this program employs a higher order stream to call the recursive function in future (i.e., after delay).

While the new program is better, a real person is likely to speak (or be silent) for a stochastic amount of duration, and therefore still too restrictive to model the desired human behavior. The following example introduces some randomness in the previous example program by employing probabilistic programming’s elementary random primitives like gaussian:
1 var makeHuman = function(state) {
2   return merge(
3     of(state),
4     of(state).pipe(
5       // Sample durations at each occurrence
6       var speakDuration = gaussian(2000, 1000);
7       var silentDuration = gaussian(1000, 500);
8       delay(state === "speak" ? speakDuration : silentDuration),
9       map(function (s) {
10          // State transition function
11          return makeHuman(s === "speak" ? "silent" : "speak");
12       }),
13       switchAll()
14     )
15   );
16   map(function (s) {
17      // State transition function
18      return makeHuman(s === "speak" ? "silent" : "speak");
19   }),
20   switchAll()
21 )
22 );
23 var human = makeHuman("silent");
24 // human emits:
25 // "silent" at 0ms
26 // "speak" at a sampled milliseconds from gaussian(1000, 500)
27 // "silent" at the previous event timestamp
28 // plus a sampled milliseconds from gaussian(1000, 500)
29 // "speak" at the previous event timestamp
30 // plus a sampled milliseconds from gaussian(1000, 500)
31 // ...  
32 ...

This program creates a stream that emits two events alternatively with sampled intervals from two normal distributions. Once again, the use of recursion and higher order stream enables sampling from the two distributions at every event occurrence, which makes the overall event emission pattern more random.

Our final program is still too rudimentary to model an interesting human behavior, however, we believe creating a more complex program, e.g., consisting of more states and multiple streams, is straightforward.

B. Program Synthesis via Probabilistic Inference

Program synthesis is the idea of automatically generating a program that implements the desired specification. We employ the specification style of using a set of input/output pairs, or rather a set of input/output traces where a trace is a set of recorded event value and timestamp pairs. The probabilistic functional reactive program synthesis relies on sketching and probabilistic inference. Sketching is a synthesis technique that first asks the user for a template program (i.e., sketch) that implements the high-level structure of the desired program with a specification and then fills in the details automatically.

For example, in the previous scenario of modeling a speaking behavior, it might be difficult or tedious for a programmer to select distribution parameters for the duration random variables. Using a sketch, the programmer can leave such an uncertain part of the program with holes.

In this example, variables h1 and h2 and their exact values will be determined by the synthesizer.

Programmers can use holes to express uncertainty in control flow. For example, a programmer can create a sketch that expresses uncertainty in state transition.

In this example, depends on the value of h3, different state transition function will be used.

To turn the synthesis problem into a probabilistic inference problem, we propose defining holes as random variables. With our choice of the specification style, a set of input and output traces, as a dataset, typical probabilistic inference techniques like MCMC can be used for determining the most likely values for the holes.

C. Human Simulator and Robot Behavior Authoring Workflow

The goal of the proposed synthesis approach was to enable programmers to easily create and maintain human simulators for testing interactive robot behaviors. To that end, we propose the following workflow for programmers when developing interactive robot behaviors.

1) Define a target human-robot interaction and create an initial robot program and a human simulator sketch.
2) Collect input and output traces from human-robot or human-human interactions.
3) Synthesize the human simulator program with the collected traces.
4) Update the robot behavior.
5) Repeat 2)-4) until satisfied.

When the output human simulator needs to be tweaked, e.g., to model a similar human behavior in a different context, the programmer can manually set the values for the holes or by repeating steps 2) through 4). In addition, the initial sketch can be improved and refactored over time as the programmer gains experience in working with the synthesizer to make the re-using process more effective.
In this paper, we presented (1) the idea of using probabilistic functional reactive programming for representing human behaviors, (2) a program synthesis technique based on probabilistic inference for building human simulators in the context of testing interactive programs, (3) and a potential workflow for using the synthesizer for developing interactive robot behaviors. We believe the problem of building human simulators for testing purposes is important and the proposed approach for representing human behaviors and creating human simulator programs opens up new and exciting research directions such as other synthesis techniques, human simulator domain-specific language design, and further applications.
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